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Abstract

Measurements from Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) have been used since the eighties to perform precise and accurate Time and Frequency Transfer (TFT). Two main approaches are used presently: the Common View or All in View based on the Common GPS GLONASS Time Transfer Standard (CGGTTS) and the Precise Point Positioning (PPP). Concerning the CGGTTS approach, in order to allow the use of GLONASS data from geodetic-type receivers providing only raw data in RINEX format, the R2CGGTTS software developed initially for GPS at the Royal Observatory of Belgium (ROB) was updated. The GLONASS navigation files are used for the determination of satellite clocks and positions, and the computation procedure to get the CGGTTS data from the pseudorange measurements is applied similarly as for the GPS satellites. In parallel, we also upgraded the PPP software Atomium developed at the ROB to allow the use of the Russian GLONASS constellation. The clock solution is then obtained through the analysis of dual-frequency carrier-phase and pseudorange measurements. This study combines GPS and GLONASS observations in PPP in order to determine the added value of the GLONASS data in geodetic time transfer.

INTRODUCTION

Measurements from Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) have been used since the eighties [1] to perform precise and accurate Time and Frequency Transfer (TFT). In its classical version, the GPS time transfer is performed using clock offsets collected in a fixed format, called CGGTTS (Common GPS GLONASS Time Transfer Standard), as described in [2,3]. These clock offsets are obtained from the pseudorange measurements, corrected for the signal travel time (satellite-station), for the troposphere and ionosphere delays, and for the relativistic effects. A smoothing is then performed over 13 minutes observation tracks. Starting with C/A code receivers, the method was then upgraded to take benefit from the dual-frequency receivers measuring codes on both frequencies, which allows one to remove the ionosphere delays at the first order (i.e. 99.9 percent of the effect), thanks to the ionosphere-free dual-frequency combination. This led to a factor of 2 improvement in the precision of the intercontinental time
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Some time receivers directly provide the CGGTTS results, but in order to be able to use classical geodetic receivers driven by an external clock for the time transfer applications with the same standards, dedicated software named R2CGGTTS was produced to compute the CGGTTS files from the raw observation data provided by the receivers in the RINEX format [5]. This software is presently used by a large portion of the time laboratories for their participation to TAI, through the technique TAIP3 [6]. Thanks to the growing constellation of GLONASS, some time laboratories have now upgraded their equipment with receivers capable of observing both GPS and GLONASS. We, therefore, adapted the R2CGGTTS software to the use of GLONASS observations, as will be explained in the first part of the paper.

A more precise version of GNSS TFT consists of using both code and carrier-phase observations. The use of PPP, i.e. Precise Point Positioning [7], for time and frequency transfer has been extensively studied and developed in the last few years [e.g., 8-11]. Presently several time links in TAI are based on PPP solutions [12]. Only GPS measurements are currently used, while the method should find a significant improvement from the combined use of additional constellations, such as GLONASS, Galileo, and COMPASS, thanks to the increased number of satellites and signals. This paper proposes a first step in this evolution with the combination of GPS and GLONASS data. This is now possible thanks to the effort of the IGS during the last decade to use the GLONASS data for positioning and providing therefore precise orbits for the GLONASS satellites consistent with the GPS satellite orbits.

The combination of GPS and GLONASS observations for time and frequency transfer will be done using the Atomium software [9]. This software is based on a least-squares analysis of code and carrier-phase GPS measurements, using satellite orbits in the format sp3 and clocks in the RINEX clock format, to determine the receiver clock synchronization error at each observation epoch, a daily position, and the tropospheric zenith path delays each 15 minutes.

A major difference between the GLONASS and GPS constellations is that all the GLONASS satellites do not transmit the same frequency, so that the signal delay in the receiver is different for each satellite group emitting a given frequency. This affects the code measurements, with differential biases up to 25 ns, as already shown by several authors [13,14]. These differential biases must be either determined by calibration or estimated in addition to the clock solution.

The paper will study the added value of GLONASS in CGGTTS and PPP. The PPP results were fully presented in [15]; we just here provide a summary.

**CGGTTS**

As explained in the Introduction, the CGGTTS files contain clock solutions corresponding to the pseudorange measurements, corrected for the signal travel time (satellite-station) based on broadcast satellite orbits, for the troposphere and ionosphere delays, and for the relativistic effects. The final results provided are the midpoint of a linear fit performed over 13-minute observation tracks for each visible satellite. Using dual-frequency observations allows one to remove the first-order ionosphere delay, which will be done here with GLONASS observations.

As the two time scales GPS and GLONASS differ by an integral number of leap seconds (GPS Time = GLONASS Time + leap seconds) and as the observation files are dated in GPS time, while the broadcast navigation message uses GLONASS time as reference, first a correction for system time must be applied. Secondly, while GPS navigation messages provide parameters of keplerian orbits in WGS84 (very close to the ITRF) every 2 hours, the broadcast navigation message of the GLONASS constellation is given as
a set of positions and velocities in the PZ90 Earth-fixed system at a sampling rate of 30 minutes. As we are computing the CCGTTS from RINEX data in post-processing, we have a choice between computing the GLONASS satellite positions either by numerical integration, or by polynomial interpolation. Figure 1 presents a comparison between the CCGTTS results obtained for 1 day with either interpolation or Runge Kutta numerical integration, 4\textsuperscript{th} order. These results have been obtained using the GLONASS pseudoranges from a RINEX observation file provided by the TTS4 receiver located at the BIPM, and connected to an H-maser.

As the noise of the results was larger with the linear interpolation, we choose to implement the Runge Kutta integration in the R2CGGTTS software. The results were also validated by a comparison of the CCGTTS data with the TTS4 data, presented in Figure 2. A small bias appears between the two sets of results, probably due to some calibration delay introduced in the TTS4 results but not in the R2CGGTTS results.

Finally, as done by the BIPM for the computation of TAI, we corrected the CCGTTS results computed with broadcast navigation messages by introducing more precise satellite positions and clocks as computed by the ESOC analysis center of the International GNSS Service (IGS). The results so obtained are presented in Figure 3, with a comparison with similar results for the GPS satellites. We can directly observe a larger dispersion of the GLONASS results with respect to the GPS results. This is due to the satellite-dependent hardware delays associated with the satellite-dependent carrier frequencies of the GLONASS constellation, as illustrated in Figure 4. The results of the different satellites are plotted there in different colors. The satellite-dependent biases are clearly visible.

A bias between GPS and GLONASS results is also visible in Figure 3; it is due to the fact that, in the present results, the IGS clock products are used for the GPS satellites, while the ESOC clock products are used for the GLONASS satellites; the reference time scale is, therefore, different.
Figure 3. Comparison between the CCGTTS results obtained with either GLONASS satellites or GPS satellites after correction for precise satellite positions and clocks. The ESOC post-processed satellite orbits and clocks are used in both cases.

Figure 4. CCGTTS results for the different GLONASS satellites, after correction for precise satellite positions and clocks using the ESOC post-processed products.

The CCGTTS results can be used in Common View (CV), or in All in View (AV). The CV means that the time transfer solution at each epoch is a weighted average of the differences between the results obtained in the two stations for a same satellite; the AV means that the time transfer solution at each epoch is the difference between the weighted averages of the different satellite results obtained at this epoch in the two stations. The AV can then be applied on an ensemble of GLONASS and GPS satellites only if the reference time scale of the satellite clocks is the same for the GPS clocks and for the GLONASS clocks. Furthermore, the inter-frequency biases and inter-system biases shown in Figures 3 and 4 must first be removed. These should be either determined numerically or via experimental calibration; a further study will be dedicated to that specific issue.

**PPP USING GPS+GLONASS**

In the PPP approach, the measurements of a single station are used to determine the synchronization errors between the clock connected to the receiver and a reference time scale. The latter is the system time scale when using broadcast satellite clock products. When using external satellite clock products as those provided by some analysis center of the International GNSS Service (IGS), the satellite clocks are referred to another time scale. When using the final or rapid IGS products, the reference time scale is the IGS time scale, based on a weighted ensemble of the clocks in the GPS satellites and in the network stations [16].

As for AV, using PPP for time and frequency transfer requires a single common reference for all the satellite clock products used in the analysis. This is not the case with the broadcast satellite clocks: GPS clocks are given with respect to the GPS time and GLONASS clocks are given with respect to GLONASS time. Up to 2008, there existed no reprocessed satellite clock products having the same reference for GLONASS clocks and GPS clocks. Since 2008, the IGS analysis center ESOC has provided combined
GPS and GLONASS products in which the satellite clocks from both constellations are given with respect to the same reference time scale [17]. These products will be used here for the combination of GLONASS and GPS in PPP.

The ionosphere-free combinations of measurements taken in a given station $r$ from a GNSS satellite $s$ can be modeled as

$$L_{\text{\text{3}}} = R_{s} + c(-\tau'_{s} + \tau_{s} + \text{trop}_{s} \tau_{s}) + N_{s} \chi_{3} + w_{s} \tau_{s} + \epsilon_{r} L_{s}$$

(1)

for the carrier-phase measurement, and

$$P_{\text{\text{3}}} = R_{s} + c(-\tau'_{s} + \tau_{s} + \text{trop}_{s} \tau_{s}) + \tau_{d} (n) + \epsilon_{s r} L_{s}$$

(2)

for the pseudorange measurement, with $R$ the geometric distance receiver-satellite, $\tau'$ and $\tau$, the satellite and station clock errors, $\text{trop}_{s}$ the tropospheric delay, $\lambda_{3}$ the carrier-phase wavelength for the ionosphere-free combination, $N$ the phase ambiguity (float in this case), $w$ the phase windup, $\epsilon$ the noise, and $\tau_{d}(n)$ the uncalibrated receiver hardware delay corresponding to the ionosphere-free combination for the frequency channel $n$, which is constant for all GPS code measurements, but not for GLONASS, as carrier frequencies depend on the emitting channel. The parameters $\tau_{d}(n)$ can be either estimated through receiver calibration, and, hence, introduced in the analysis as fixed values, or estimated as an additional set of unknowns. There are presently no calibration values available for the existing dual-frequency GLONASS receivers so that only the second alternative can be used. The satellite hardware delays, depending on the frequency channel too, but also on the satellite architecture, are included in the satellite clock products and, therefore, do not require to be modeled in our analysis.

For this study, we have used the software Atomium [9], developed at the Royal Observatory of Belgium (ROB) for GNSS processing. In the PPP analysis, the observation equations (1) and (2) are solved via a least-squares analysis, to determine the station position, the wet tropospheric zenith path delay every 15 minutes [18], and the clock synchronization error between the station clock and the reference time scale of the satellite clock data. In addition, when combining GPS and GLONASS data, the estimation of the uncalibrated receiver hardware delays for the GLONASS frequencies has been added in the least-squares inversion, as biases with respect to the clock solution provided by GPS pseudoranges. These biases are considered as a constant for each day analyzed.

A set of three GPS+GLONASS IGS stations with a stable external frequency was chosen for this analysis. They were used to form different time links: a medium baseline (ONSA-MAR6, 470 km) and a long baseline (ONSA-WTZR, 920 km). The time transfer solutions have been computed for a period of 5 days in September 2009 and a period of 4 days in January 2010 to illustrate the behavior of the solution in the case of a tracking interruption, which appeared in WTRZ during the MJD 55255.

We also tested the sensitivity of the solution to the estimation of the frequency-dependent biases of the GLONASS pseudoranges. To that aim, we used in addition to GPS data either GLONASS code and carrier-phase data, or only carrier-phase GLONASS data, in which case no differential biases must be estimated.
PPP COMBINING GPS AND GLONASS CODE AND PHASES MEASUREMENTS

Using the ESOC products for GPS and GLONASS satellite orbits and clocks, we combine here GPS and GLONASS data in a PPP analysis. The differences of the PPP clock solutions obtained with and without the GLONASS data during 5 days are presented in Figure 5 for the IGS stations MAR6, ONSA, and WTZR. These differences are lower than 200 ps peak to peak. The differences were also computed over a 6-week period for the station WTZR, and the same conclusion was drawn concerning the magnitude of the differences.

![Figure 5. Differences between the PPP clock solutions obtained with GPS data only or using both GPS and GLONASS data.](image)

In order to validate the PPP clock solutions so obtained, and to compare them with the IGS combined solutions, it is necessary to use baselines. Indeed, the reference time scale of the ESOC satellite clocks is one station clock of the network used for the ESOC orbit computation, while it is the IGS time scale for the IGS clock products. The clock solution obtained from a PPP analysis is, therefore, the clock synchronization error with respect to the ESOC reference when ESOC products are used, and with respect to the IGST when the IGS combined solutions are used. The difference between two PPP clock solutions obtained with the ESOC products gives then a time link that can be compared to the same time link obtained from the difference between IGS station clock solutions.

Figure 6 shows the differences between the PPP solutions and the IGS solutions for three links based on the same stations as before. We can observe that adding GLONASS data to the PPP processing modifies some intra-day variations of the PPP solutions and, in particular, the daily drifts with respect to the IGS solutions. The estimated position of all three stations computed with GPS+GLONASS are close to the estimated position computed with GPS-only: the differences between both are at the level of 2-3 mm in each direction. This position change can explain partly the change of slope of the clock solution when adding GLONASS to GPS measurements in the PPP computation, as shown in [9].
Figure 6. Differences between the Atomium PPP solution and the IGS solution for the time links ONSA-MAR6 (left) and ONSA-WTZR (right).

Figure 7. Differences between the Atomium PPP solution and the IGS solution for the time link ONSA-WTZR, with a tracking interruption in WTZR during the MJD 55225.

The link ONSA-WTZR was also computed for a second time span, during which we observed a tracking interruption in WTZR (Figure 7). This creates a data gap in the W TZR observations, which forces the Atomium software to estimate different ambiguities before and after the gap, using approximately two times fewer pseudorange data in each part. There is no jump in the IGS solution at that epoch, as the IGS solution uses the integer ambiguities determined from the double difference network data processing, while Atomium determines floating ambiguities in the least-squares inversion. This jump of 200 ps disappears when adding GLONASS code and phase measurements to GPS data within the analysis, thanks to the increased number of data, which favors a better determination of the ambiguities in both parts, before and after the data gap in W TZR.
PPP COMBINING GPS WITH ONLY GLONASS PHASES

This section investigates the sensitivity of the solution to the determination of the differential biases for GLONASS frequency channels. The need to determine these 12 additional unknowns can affect the least-squares adjustment and, hence, the clock solution, and an erroneous estimation of some biases could also degrade the solution. We, therefore, combined the GPS code and phase measurements with GLONASS carrier-phase measurements. It allows us to combine GPS and GLONASS data, using the GLONASS carrier-phase observations as additional data for the determination of the clock syntonization errors (i.e. frequency transfer), without adding new parameters to be estimated.

The ambiguities of the GLONASS satellites are in that case estimated with respect to the GPS code measurements.

Figures 8 and 9 present the comparison between the PPP Atomium solutions using either GPS and GLONASS full data or GPS full data with only GLONASS carrier-phase data for the three solutions investigated before. For the two solutions based on continuous observations (Figure 8), the differences are always below 50 ps, i.e. at the present level of precision of PPP software as announced in [12]. However, we now retrieve a jump in the link ONSA-WTZR for the period containing a data gap in the observations of WTZR (Figure 9, blue curve), as for the PPP solution using GPS data only. There is indeed presently no more GLONASS codes helping to calibrate the two parts of the curve. We can, therefore, conclude that the determination of the inter-frequency biases for the GLONASS code data does not deteriorate the solution, and even helps to determine the ambiguities so that both GLONASS code and carrier phases should be used when combining this constellation with GPS for TFT applications.

Figure 8. Differences between the Atomium PPP solution and the IGS solution for the time links ONSA-MAR6 (left) and ONSA-WTZR (right); combined analysis of GPS and GLONASS data using or not the GLONASS codes.
ESTIMATION OF THE HARDWARE DELAYS

In the combined PPP analysis using GLONASS code and carrier phases, the uncalibrated hardware delays are estimated, for each station and each day separately, with the GPS pseudoranges taken as reference. As the ESOC estimates a bias for each receiver-satellite pair, using one receiver-satellite pair as zero reference for each daily data batch [17], the time series of the hardware delays for one station is affected by the change of reference. The time series of the different GLONASS frequency channels is, therefore, presented here for a time link rather than for a station, in order to remove the dependency to the unknown reference. Figure 10 presents the time evolution of the inter-frequency GLONASS biases determined by the Atomium PPP analysis, for the link ONSA-WTZR for the period from January to November 2009.

The one-sigma uncertainties on these delays range from 100 to 200 ps, depending on the day analyzed. The stability of the differential hardware delays determined in our analysis is channel-dependent; the hardware delays determined are constant over the time, with an RMS between 0.6 and 1.2 ns. As seen in Figure 10, a few small jumps occur for some frequency channels, for which we did not find an explanation. Furthermore, some periodic signal appears between MJDs 54910 and 55030 for channel 4, with a period of 8 days, i.e. the repeat cycle of the GLONASS constellation with respect to the ground. This behavior finds its origin most probably in multipath.
CONCLUSIONS

This study presented a combination of GPS and GLONASS measurements for time transfer. In a first step, we detailed the upgrade of the R2CGGTTS software in order to be able to use GLONASS observations from RINEX files. The results obtained showed lower noise level when using the Runge Kutta of 4th order than using a polynomial interpolation to get the satellite position from the broadcast navigation files. The results were also validated by a comparison with the CGGTTS results provided by the TTS4 receiver located at BIPM. The results stress the necessity to solve for the inter-satellite biases existing in the GLONASS results due to the satellite-dependent carrier frequencies. When these biases are fixed, GLONASS and GPS data can be combined in Common View as in All in View, but in the latter case, only if the CGGTTS results are corrected for the satellite orbits and clocks using a set of products in which the GPS and GLONASS clocks are given with respect to a same reference, as presently the ESOC products.

In a second step, we studied the addition of GLONASS observations in PPP. The combined GPS+GLONASS PPP was tested using some IGS stations equipped with a multi-constellation receiver connected to an H-maser. Concerning time transfer, i.e. the absolute value of the synchronization errors, also called calibration of the curve, we could find a significant improvement in the case of short data batches. In that case, the calibration of the curve is not well determined when using only GPS data, due to the insufficient number of GPS code data to determine correctly the carrier-phase ambiguities. When adding GLONASS data, the curve retrieves its correct calibration value. This can be important in case of tracking interruption, as was the case in the example presented here. Concerning the frequency transfer with PPP, it was shown that adding GLONASS data modifies the shape of the curve, with a maximum difference of 150 ps peak to peak between the results obtained with and without GLONASS.

The inter-frequency hardware biases for the GLONASS frequency channels were estimated in the least-squares adjustment as one constant value over each day, with a one-sigma uncertainty between 100 and 400 ps. The day-to-day variations of the estimated biases over 200 days were shown to be dependent on
the frequency channel, with a typical repeatability within an RMS of 0.6 ns. In order to test the sensitivity of the combined solution to the determination of these hardware delays, we also combined GPS data (code and carrier phase) with only carrier-phase measurements from GLONASS. The GLONASS ambiguities in that case were determined thanks to the GPS pseudoranges. No improvement was observed in the stability of the solutions. Furthermore, the improvement gained on the calibration of the solution for short data batches, thanks to the GLONASS pseudoranges, was lost. We, therefore, conclude that both code and carrier-phase data from GLONASS should be used when combining this system with GPS for TFT applications.

From this result, it can be concluded that there is no urgent need for receiver absolute calibration of inter-frequency hardware biases, as they can be accurately estimated in parallel to the clock solutions. Moreover, this opens the way to a multi-GNSS time and frequency transfer using as a basis the code measurements from the constellation having the lowest noise and for which the receiver was calibrated. The improved quality of the TFT solutions will be obtained thanks to the accumulation of future GNSS with new satellites such as Galileo, and combined satellite orbit and clock products for the different systems.
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